
Project Friday 

1. Choose a favorite old photo & have it enlarged to an 8 x 10. You do NOT want to use an original for this project.

2. Carefully use an exacto knife to cut small slits on either side of photo to wind patterned paper through like large stitches. 
I made the slits just a touch larger than the width of the paper strips. You can choose whatever size you want depending on 
your photo. But here, they are about 1/4” wide.

3. Because my photo is from the 70’s (and the letter stickers provided didn’t quite match), I chose to do handwritten bubble 
letters for my title. I thought it gave a 70’s touch to the page. But, you can handwrite journaling on your photo instead or use 
different letters from your huge scrapbooking stash.

4. Adhere photo to the page.

5. Next, adhere one small strip of glitter paper to the right of your photo. It’s a little over 1/4” wide.

6. Next, add one strip of ribbon that overlaps itself like little tabs. I chose the red w/yellow polka dots from the kit and 
began by adding one small piece of double-sided tape at a time on the back of the ribbon. Don’t pull of the red film on the 
adhesive until you need it. Otherwise you will end up with your ribbon falling & sticking to the page. Instead, adhere just 
the end of one side of ribbon to page without letting the rest of the ribbon to touch. Then slide your finger very slowly 
allowing more of the ribbon to adhere, but not too much. Allow a loop of ribbon to come off of the page & then adhering the 
portion after the loop. This way the ribbon will adhere to itself in the loop creating the tab. Continue to do this in a 
consistent manner. Once it’s in an album, the loops will overlay creating the little tabs.

7. Next, add one strip of patterned paper to the left of the ribbon. It’s 1” wide x 10” tall. I used my corner rounder to round 
just one side of the strip for more balance.

8. Finally, create your own scalloped pieces of glitter paper. I had the most fun with this!  Cut strips into 3/4” wide pieces. 
Then using your scissors cut scallops. Don’t worry about being perfect. This is meant to be quirky & fun. Instead of having 
one long piece, I chose to trim them into pieces with 3 scallops on each. Then use a tiny circle paper punch inside each 
scallop for charm. You may choose to make larger circles or none at all. Your choice. Adhere to page.

Hope you enjoyed the project. Have a great day! 




